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Pointing out the Final Solution in appropriate subjects is not arguing that the Final Solution is

the ONLY important thing that happened in WWII.

This is just more bigoted white washing the topic by Peter.

Your on the wrong side of this Peter and you can no more hide your bigotry behind facts and

science than the Nazi's who used science to justify the annilation of Eurpean Jewery.
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The persecution of jews was of course real, but only part of the picture. Most victims were not jewish. There

were good Germans, bad Americans, and ugly jews as well as the opposite and too few had reasons to be

proud of their conduct. Good and bad motives were befuddled. Resistance fighter sometimes killed the

wrong people or botched important jobs. Germans would release resistance fighters for silly reasons. Allied

bombing did more material damage than German bombing (remember that the occupation of the Netherlands

took 5 days, its liberation took 5 years.) Much of the above is understandable, whether you approve or not,

once you dig into the situation, but you have to let go of all the clichés first
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This quote is OVERT bigotry and in fact illegal in many European contries because of the fear

that someone will do something just like this, sweep the Final solution under the rug as just a

side affect of the war.
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And the death of my family in the Holocaust is not a Cliche, although it is a cliche to excuse

the mass genocide of Jews as some small event in an larger picture of the war, which is utter

(explicative deleted) and a misrepresentation of the facts.
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